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have to find more about regenerative agriculture and 

the concepts of AGROFOREST by the wonderful 

Ernest Götsch, and make a real introduction also to 

the thoughts of the agronomist Ana Primavesi. - But 

if just the names serve the curiosity, then some of 

my work is done. Look for them if you please and 

have fun on entering in their wor(l)ds. 

However, for now, enjoy the follow fragment 

of Dark Ecology: 

MEANWHILE the world is on fire, the ice is melting 

and Greta Tumberg is in a boat towards America, I got 

myself submerge into some old reads - also as a 

mechanism to deal with my anxiety on Future 

Coexistence.


WHAT is most uncanny about human beings is its 

attempt to rid the world of the uncanny. Or, and this 

is putting it in its most ecological register: human 

being disturbs the Earth and its lifeforms in its 

desperate and disturbing attempt to rid itself of 

disturbance.Says Timothy Morton in Dark Ecology. 

BY his writings to the one of Amitav Ghosh in 

The Great Derangement, where he writes that 

the ecological crisis is a crisis of imagination. 

Since we took Earth for a stable system, also 

thanks to the Helocene, a geological period 

marked by Earth stable system functions - we 

stop daring to integrate in our thoughts and 

imagination the unexpected. Taking for granted 

that stability is something perpetual and devoid 

of constant change. We normalised Earth, and 

forgot about its loops, and inside of our 

agrilogistics, that are literally creating deserts - 

FIRE, FIRE FIRE - we prefer to believe in 

comfort than deal with the anxiety that create 

this system.  Our ability to imagine the future, 

needs to go beyond its poor prospects. We will 

keep denying the future, because no one wants 

to walk towards a troubled and deceased 

landscape - so as Naomi Klein mention: the 

future should be a place we never been. And 

no, that is not Mars, that must be here - and 

this place might be deep within our ability to 

truly care and engage with this land, not as 

disturbances but as agents of regeneration. We 

can cultivate but not control…  

SO, following here I introduce you 

to the fuzzy, weird and thick 

world of Dark Ecology by Timothy 

Morton. Hopefully his words will 

work as an agency for generating 

inspirational ideas - I confess I 

 A brief history of agrilogistics. Dark Ecology 
will call this twelve-thousand-year machination 
agrilogistics. The term names a specific logistics of 
agriculture that arouse on the Fertile Crescent and that 
is still plowing ahead. Logistics, because is a 
technical, planned, and perfectly logical approach to 
build space. Logistics, because it proceeds without 
stepping back and rethinking the logic. A viral 
logistics, eventually requiring steam engines and 
industry to feed its proliferation. 
 Agrilogistics: an agricultural program so 
successful that it now dominate agricultural 
techniques planetwide. The program create a hyper 
object, global agriculture:the granddaddy hyper 
object, the first one made by humans, and one that has 
sired many more. Toxic from the beginning to 
humans and other lifeforms, it operates blindly like a 
computer program. The homology is tight since 
algorithms are now instrumental in increasing the 
reach of agrilogistics. Big data makes bigger farms. 
 Agrilogistics promise to eliminate fear, 
anxiety, and contradiction - social, physical, and 0.1



ontological - by establishing thin rigid boundaries 
between humans and nonhuman worlds and by 
reducing existence to sheer quantity. Though toxic, it 
has been widely successful because the program is 
deeply compiling. Agrilogistics is the smoking gun 
behind the smoking chimneys responsible for the Six 
Mass Extinction Event. It isn’t difficult to find very 
brief exemples of  the scope of agrilogistics in the fact 
that Europeans tolerate milk. A genetic mutation was 
encouraged to flourish within a few thousand years of 
original Fertile Crescent farmers, who had already 
reduced the lactose content in their cows’ milk. 
Humans with this mutation become aggressive vectors 
for agrilogistics, and agrilogistics wiped out 
indigenous European human social forms. 
 The humanistic analytical tools we currently 
possess are not capable of functioning at a scale 
appropriate to agrilogistics because they are 
themselves compromised products of agrilogistics. 
The nature-culture split we persist in using is the result 
of a nature-agriculture split (colo, cultum pertain to 
growing crops). This split is a product of agrilogistic 
subroutines, establishing the necessary violent and 
arbitrary difference between itself and what it 
“conquers” or delimits. Differences aside, the 
confusion and endlessly granular distinctions arising 
therefrom remain well within agrilogistic conceptual 
space. 
 Agrilogistics arose as follows. About 12.500 
years ago, a climate shift experienced by hunter-
gatherers as a catastrophe pushed humans to find a 
solution to their fear concerning where the next meal 
was coming from. It was the very end of an Ice Age, 
the tail end of a glacial period. Drought lasting more 
than a thousand years compelled humans to travel 
further. It happened that in the Fertile Crescent of 
Mesopotamia barley and wheat were growing wild 
beneath the trees. The same can be said for rice 
growing in China; corn, squash, and beans growing in 
America; and sorghum and yam in Africa. 
 Significantly, the taro of New Guinea is hard 
to harvest and low in protein, not to mention hard to 
plant (you have to plant taro one by one), and so the 
farmers in the highlands never “advanced” from 
hunter-gathering. The taro cannot be broadcast. 
Incidentally, so many terms from agrilogistics have 
become terms in media (field among them), not to 
mention the development of the very significant 
medium, writing. How we write and what we write 

and what we think about 
writing can be found within 
agrilogistics. 
 Humans in Mesopotamia 
established villages with 
granaries. The storage and 

selection of grain pushed the harvested plant to 
evolve. Humans selected grain for its tastiness, ease of 
harvesting, and other criteria favoured by the 
agrilogistic program. Scale up, the evolutionary 
pressure was substantial. Nine thousand years ago 
humans began to domesticate animals to mitigate 
seasonal variations in game, a modification to the  
agrilogistic program that kept it in existence. Several 
agrilogistic millennia later, domesticated animals far 
outweigh (literally) the non domesticated ones. 
Humans represent roughly 32 percent of vertebrate 
biomass. The other 65 percent is creatures we keep to 
eat. Vertebrate wildlife counts for less than 3 percent. 
The term cattle speaks to this immensity and to a too-
easy ontology humming away in the background. 
 Miserable social conditions were the almost 
immediate consequence of the insertion of 
agrilogistics, yet the virus persisted like an ear worm 
or a chair, no matter how destructive to the humans 
who defied it. Private property emerged, based on 
settled ownership and use of land, a certain house, and 
so on. This provided the nonhuman basis of the 
contemporary concept of self, no matter how much we 
want to think ourselves out of that. Agrilogistics led 
rapidly to patriarchy, the impoverishment of all but 
very few, a massive and rigid social hierarchy, and 
feedback loops of human-nonhuman interaction such 
as epidemics. 
 Despite the misery and disaster, agrilogistics 
continues to run. For all intents and purposes, 
agrilogistic boiling is performed for its own sake - 
there have been no other great reason, as we shall see. 
That is very strange, because growing and nurturing 
theories of ethics based on self-interest ia a major 
feature of agrilogistics. Yet, in practice, it is as if 
humans became fascinated with maintaining the 
program at whatever cost to themselves. The loop of 
agrilogistics for agrilogistics`sake should remind one 
of the aestheticism of “art for art’s sake.” It is an 
unorthodox aestheticism of utility, an aestheticism of 
the nonaesthetic. The non- or even antiaesthetic is 
intrinsic to agrilogistic production: humans evolved 
wheat, for instance, for minimal flowers and maximal 
nutrition. So-called utility operates just like so-called 
inutility. 
 The idea that humans began “civilization” in 
Mesopotamia is a retroactive positing if ever there was 
one. Humans looked back and designated the time of 
early agrilogistics as unit, justifying the present as if 
civilisation had suddenly emerged like the goddess 
Athena from the head of the human without any 
support. Without coexistence. “Civilization” was a 
long-term collaboration between humans and wheat, 
humans and rock, humans and soil, not out of grand 
vision but out of something like desperation. When 0.2



one includes the nonhumans previously imagined as 
“nature” so as to airbrush smooth the agrilogistical 
project, the story of civilisation is even simpler: “We 
turned the region into a desert, and had to move west”. 
The poems of Percy Shelley often speak of ancient 
patriarchal monotheist tyrants ruling deserts in Egypt 
or Persia, leaving behind a broken statue sneering in 
the sandy emptiness: “Nothing beside remains… the 
lone and level sands stretch far away.” For civilization, 
read agrilogistic retreat. 
 The human hyperobect (the human as 
geophysical species) became a machine for the 
generation of hyperobjects. Precisely because of the 
sharp imbalance between the “civilization” concept 
and actually existing social space (which was never 
fully human), agrilogistics itself having produced this 
difference, “civilization” (the human structures of 
agrilogistic retreat) are inherently fragile. Just as 
World War II was the viral code that broke the 
program of a certain imperialism, one wonders 
whether global warming will be the viral code that 
breaks the machinations of a certain neoliberal 
capitalism and whether this will shut down 
agrilogistics itself. One wonders. And what a price to 
have paid, in part because agrilogistics underlines all 
“civilized” forms thus far, from slave-owning societies 
to Soviets. 
 The very concept of “world” as the 
temporality region suffused with human density 
emerge from agrilogistic functioning. World, as 
Heidegger knew, is normative: the concept works if 
some beings have it and some don’t. When, like Jakob 
von Uexküll, you start to realize that at least all 
lifeforms have a world, you have begun to cheapen the 
concept almost to worthlessness. The concept reaches 
zero when humans realize that there is no “away”, that 
there is no background to their foreground despite the 
luxury holidays ads, a lack of a stage set on which 
world can perform, a lack that is evident in the return 
of culturally (and physically) repressed “pollution” 
and awareness of the consequences of human action 
on nonhumans. The end of the biosphere as we know 
it is also the end of the “world” as a normative and 
useful concept. 

Timothy Morton: Dark Ecology, 2018. pages 42 to 46  
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